
Please see below inexpensive options for streaming solutions that allow an end 
user to control music source and volume in conjunction with the Scorpion Multi-
zone amplifier with integrated pre-amp: 
 
iPhone with apple ecosystem 
 

Option a: Multiple Airport Express sources plugged into each zone input.  Advantage is all zones can 
stream independently OR multi zones can play the same source.  Use Scorpion Z bus to play one source 
to all zones. 
 

Option b: Connect only one Apple Airport Express (less expensive than option a) with analog audio out 
plugged into Bus A or B in on Scorpion. iPhones and other Apple devices can stream audio to the Airport 
express using home wireless network.  All Scorpion zones can playback the audio.  Possible 
disadvantage is that only one music stream must be shared between all zones. 
 

Option c: iPod doc in-room with audio out connected to local zone input. iPhone plugged into dock and 
audio out directly driving zone input.  Advantage is home wireless network issues are avoided and all 
rooms are independent.  Possible disadvantage is analog link back to Scorpion may be physically long 
distance. 
 

Option d: Mac Mini connected to Bus A or Bus B in on Scorpion.  The Mac mini is configured as an 
iTunes music server and feeds the Bus A or Bus B inputs on Scorpion.  The stream can feed all zones 
and is controlled by the apple remote app. 
 

Option e: Some combination of the above options to cover all zones. 
 
Any Smartphone with Chromecast audio 
 

Option a: Connect multiple Chromecast audio devices to multiple or possibly all zones. Chromecast on 
every zone allows separate selections per zone but also allows for grouping of zones without having to 
use up the Scorpion bus A and B inputs or Z bus. 
 

Option b: Connect only one Chromecast audio device (less expensive than option a) to Bus A or B in on 
Scorpion.  Smartphones can stream audio to the Chromecast using the home wireless network.  All 
Scorpion zones can play back the audio.  Possible disadvantage that multiple zones may conflict in music 
selection since only one stream at a time is possible. 
 
Any Smartphone and Echo Dot 
 

option a: Connect multiple Echo Dots - one for each zone input on Scorpion.  Advantage is that all zones 
can have local voice control and independent music streams.   Use Z bus to play one source to all zones. 
 

option b: Connect only one Amazon Echo Dot (less expensive than option a) to Bus A or B in on 
Scorpion.  Voice OR Smartphone control of streaming audio to any or all Scorpion zones is available.  
Limitations are one audio stream only and that voice control is only possible from the same room where 
the Echo Dot is located. 
 
Any Bluetooth smartphone and a Bluetooth Receiver 
 

option a: Connect multiple Bluetooth receivers - one for each zone input on Scorpion.  All zones can 
stream independently but the Bus A or B inputs on Scorpion must be used in order to stream the same 
audio to multiple zones at the same time.  Use Z bus to play one source to all zones. 
 

option b: Connect only one Bluetooth receiver (less expensive than option a) to Bus A or Bus B in on 
Scorpion.  Direct streaming of sources from a smartphone is possible.  Possible limitation is range due to 
distance from Bluetooth receiver to listening zone, walls, etc... 


